
MICRO ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS OF SAMSUNG

Samsung was founded by Lee Byung-chul. In Samsung was born as a company that was dealing with fruit & vegetable
and dried fish. Th.

E for Economic This factor is very critical for Samsung. The recent expansion into new markets shows that it
wants to cover as many countries as possible. When supply costs rise, a company may have to increase the
price of its product s which could have a negative effect on sales. In the case of Samsung, it is proposed that
degrees of rivalry and buyer power are the most significant competition factors for the company. Any changes
in the economics related to electronics goods shall effect this organisation; therefore it is very important for
their team of decision maker to recognise these elements of macro environment. The opening up of some
developing markets meant it had to re-think the economic factor. In terms of environmental protection,
Samsung South Africa has already launched a 49 million power initiative that would lead to environmental
conservation Samsung,  It worried that war would break out in the Korean Peninsula. This is a clear indication
that through technological innovation, Samsung has been able to deal with rivalry in the market. India is an
example. This trend is likely to continue since other companies are also very vigorous in penetrating the
market. However Samsung is sitting on top of the game, they ever want to crush the market by let go ofing
designs and they consider their monetary values they offer their clients, even now Samsung is the 1 have a
cheaper tablet in the market. It draws upon industrial organisation IO economic sciences to deduce five forces
that determine the competitory strength and hence attraction of a market. Apple and Nokia they are in a
procedure of meeting, that could be a menace to Samsung because Nokia has built its trade name already
exceptional in Africa, which is Nokia can merely take its clients In Australia, Google Nexus 7 have a market
king of beasts portion which make Samsung straggle to perforate the market swimmingly because Australia
does non see large difference Samsung tablets and Nexus 7 Sony has let go of a new tablet which has about
the same characteristic which Apple and Samsung have. This means that the company is at an advantage as far
as harnessing the power of technology and driving innovation for sustainable business advantage is concerned.
This is perhaps the reason Samsung started an aggressive push into the new markets. They are crucial to the
ability of a company to deliver value to customers. These departments work together to discover customer
needs and create customer value. This led to achievement of operating profits of 8. According to Lorat ,
change in consumer attitudes towards a product in the negative always reduces sales thus revenues and profits.
Being the largest vendor of smart phones in the world and home appliances in Asia, keeping up with the latest
technology in order to lower production cost or to stay ahead in market with a technologically latest product is
Samsung Electronics operating strategy. The degree of impact varies too. For instance, injunction by the
Apple Inc. What Samsung could do to improve how it deals with rivalry and bargaining power of buyers In
order to deal with competition, Samsung is likely to adopt a system of product promotions over the next few
months. This research paper generally seeks to explore the external and internal environments of the company.
Samsung would consider all of these factors before taking a decision. Apart from this, Samsung has had to
tailor its products to the fast changing consumer preferences in the various markets where it operates. Buyers
easy exchange cost with the increased of picks of nomadic companies because this merchandises are similar to
one another ; If the company does non crush market, the purchaser will exchange to those companies that have
better characteristics or better monetary value. Their design are attractive and fashionable at the consequence
their gross revenues are traveling in high volumes 2. Hence recognising the demographics of the target group
is crucial and this varies among different country. Moreover, Samsung had to change its products to match the
rapidly changing consumer preferences in certain markets. Companies should cognize how much the client is
will to pay. For instance, the development of the touch-screen technology on a global scale has led to the
manufacture of Samsung Galaxy Michell,  This accusation led public perceptions of the company to worsen.
Besides that, Samsung Electronics also practice a strategy known as regional based selective product
marketing, where the need of customer is determined based on the demographic of the nation, thence it is
decided whether which type of product is suitable to be heavily marketed, be it mobile phones or
home-appliances. The company has an advantage in using the power of technology. The aim is to always stay
ahead of the technological and innovation curve. Samsung is a global company in the consumer appliances
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and gadgets market. Selling Environment This subdivision will be concentrating on the Marketing
Environment in which Samsung operates and I will be measuring its effects on the new Tablet in term of the
competitory in the industry. E for Ethical The number of ethical consumers who want brands to make products
in a responsible manner, both socially and environmentally, has increased.


